Kymone Hinds is an international speaker, author,
life coach and minister who knows what it takes to
help leaders bring Ideas to Life.
Kymone is a sought after presenter that has helped
audiences move from inspiration to action. His
experience leading diverse teams and developing
implementation strategies makes Kymone a go to
person for dynamic keynote talks, interactive
workshops and life coaching.

@KYMONEHINDS

Keynote Topics
HOW TO BRING IDEAS TO LIFE
Do you have great ideas that you lose or never use? Are
you tired of not doing anything with your creative
genius? Do you downplay what you have? This
presentation will give you a system to capture and
implement the ideas you have.

Kymone is an engaging, down-to-earth, creative speaker that is able

What
Are
Saying
to quickly
grab youngClients
people’s imaginations
and anchor
them in
solid truths and principles. He knows how to reach the youth of
today. His cogent illustrations, memorable stories, and the spot-on
object lessons move his hearers to commitment and action.”

Dr J Philip Williams, Principal
Greater Memphis Adventist Academy

MOVING INTO THE MARKETPLACE
Have you ever wondered how valuable your gift or skill
is in the world? Do you have a longing to have a greater
impact and even generate income from what you have
been doing? This presentation will help you to appreciate
your gifts, learn how to repurpose what you do and reach
out to influence new markets.

MAKING BIG LIFE SHIFTS
Life is determined by the decisions we make. Some
decisions are bigger than others and have greater
consequences. From relationships to finances to
career, these determine the course of our lives. This
presentation will give you a guide to making major
life decisions. This will move listeners to
introspection and action.
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